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PROPERTIES Or THE STRESS TENSOR IN MORE THAN TWO DIMENSIONS**'

Andrea CAPPELL?**
Service de Physique Théorique de Saclay, F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette cedex

Antoine
Theory Group DESY, Notkestrasse 85, D-2000 Hamburg 52, West Germany

Some aspects of conformai invariance in more than two dimensions are analysed. In this case
conformai (Weyl) transformations of the metric are not realized in general by coordinate
transformations. The operator product expansion of the stress tensor is investigated by means of
examples in the free bosonic and fer«ionic theories. The effective action for the general form of
the trace anomaly is built in four dimensions and the Vess-Zuaino consistency conditions are
discussed. This gives the anomalous transformation law of the stress tensor and the relation to
the Casimir effect in the geometry R x S 9 . The explicit - computation of the bosonic partition
function provides a check.

1. INTRODUCTION

The recent important achievements of con-

formal invariant field theories in two dimen-

sions1 -2-3 and their applications to critical

phenomena' led us to reconsider the problems

of conformai invariance in higher dimen-

sions5' 6>7. More precisely, the question is

whether the new methods exploited in two

dimensions, like the use of Ward identities

together with the operator product expansion

of the stress tensor1 and the interpretation

of finite-size effects3-8, can be applied

successfully in higher dimensions. Our

results9 follow J. Cardy's investiga-

tions10- ll • 12 and add some pieces of infor-

mation towards a future complete answer to

this question.

The most general situation for discussing

d > 2 conformai transformations is field theo-

ry in a classical background (Rienannien)

metric g^v. For example, the free «assless

theories of a scalar and a Dirac fermion have

Euclidean actions

\ J
|J ddx

(D

(2)

where E - {d-2) / {kd-'i), R is the scalar curva-

ture, e'n is the vierbein and D1x is the cova-

riant derivative (for an introduction see

refs. 9,13.11»). At the classical level, these

theories are invariant under reparametriza-

tions

X'" « X^

—-—
dx t a dxlp

(3)

*' (x1) « *(x)

a (x' ) dxt<x dx lP = B^(X) dx" dxv
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where B^y is an example of a spin-two field.

(Local Lorentz invariance in the moving frame

is not important in the following). Conformai

(Weyl) transformations change the metric and

leave the coordinates fixed

<p(x) = e

gapW

' <P(X) . (d-2)/2
(1)

The actions (1,2) are invariant if the

"elementary" fields <P,<1' transform according to

their dimension A. Notice that these

transformations are independent of the spin.

The stress tensor is defined by

*S[gliv,0] - - ̂ - J d4x (5)

where Sd = 2u
d/2/r(d/2) is the area of the

unit sphere S4"1 in If1. Invariance of S under

infinitesimal reparametrization x'1**

and conformai transformations.

•Dv€^ reparametrizations (6a)

conformai transf. (6b)

imply
D11 T111, = 0 reparametrizations (7«)

g**" T111, = 0 conformai transf. (7b)

At the quantum level there are anomalies, i.e.

both equations (7) cannot be satisfied15. We

adopt the canonical choice of keeping

reparametrization invariance and having a

trace anomaly. In two dimensions it is

(8)

where c is the central charge1.

Can we combine reparametrization and con-

formal transformations and map the euclidean

metric of R4 into itself ? In such a case, we

get rid of the metric and the complications of

covariant calculus, and we realize conformai

transformations by changes of coordinates,

which we allow to be singular at some points.

The conditions follow by equating (6a) and

(6b) for gtiV « S^. The solutions are well

known : for d « 2 any coordinate transforma-

tion analytic function of z « xx • ix2 or

antianalytic of z « x1 • Ix2 is allowed; by

combining eqs.(3) and (4), with 6a • >(d<c)/d

from eq.(6), the transformation of prinary

fields in ref.l is recovered. (In complex

notation B^v -— (B11. Bj11B1I1BjJ)).

For d > 2 there remains the finite-dimen-

sional algebra so(d*l,l) of transformations

e* - b* • Xx1* • <rf*vx
v • a* x2 - 2(a-x)x" (9)

of translations, dilatations, rotations and

- «o called - special conformai transforma-

tions, respectively7 . Fields transforming

under (9) according to eq.(3,4.6) are called

quasi-primary: more explicitly

(10)

for fields of spin zero and two.
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heart of two dimensional conformai

methods1 "2"^ : they do not have an obvious

generalization to higher dimensions. On the

other hand, conformai transformations (k) do

have an infinite abelian algebra in any

dimension; they are metric transformations

which map flat space into curved space. They

are worth studying, as the examples in

Sections 3 and *J will show.

A fundamental issue of the conformai theory

is the transformation of the stress tensor.

For d = Z it is7

z —• z • €(z)

z * 9. exp(u/Sl) (It)

T«'i 2dT + <
d3e

It i s in one-to-one correspondence with the
Operator Product Expansion (OPE)

1 d
(12)

2(Z-U)' (z-u)2 "

7— T (u) + regular terms for 2 —• u
z-u du "

by the Ward identity

H^-€ (Z) Txx(z) TXI(u) (13)

The transformation (11) contains an homoge-

neous term and an anomalous one; the latter is

important because it gives the central exten-

sion in the Virasoro algebra. By eq.(13) it is

related to the leading singularity in eq.(12).

In curved space, the trace Tj1 in eq.(8) is

related to the OPE of the traceless part eq.

(12) by a Ward identity, then the constant c

is the same in both equations1.

Moreover, the analytic transformation

maps the z-plane (with the origin excluded)

into the u-cylinder K x S 1 of radius S; due to

its anomalous transformation, T 1 1 gets a

vacuum espectation value on the cylinder,

<Tuu(u) > = -c/2l»9l
2. A vacuum energy E0

follows8, the Casimir effect :

E0(K) = lim - 1 1OgZ(CCT]XS1) = - — (15)

(In eq.(15), the time variable Reu of the cy-

linder is in the interval [0,T] for a proper

definition 9 of the partition function Z). By

eq.(15), the central charge is calculable

analytically and numerically from the spectrum

(EnJ of the haniltonian, for a lattice

statistical model in this geometry4•8l17.

Moreover the finite-size dependence of the

higher eigenvalues gives the scaling

dimensions Un of the fields in the theory18 :

4,
(16)

We recalled some relevant aspects of the

d « 2 theory, trace anomaly, OPE T 1 1T 1 1, Ward

identity and finite-size effects, which are

related by the transformation properties of

the stress tensor. We now turn to higher

dimensions and look for similar relations.

2. OPERATOR PRODUCT EXPANSIONS IN FLAT SPACE

Let us discuss the theories (1) and (2) as

an example. We set them in flat space end res-

trict our attention to "regular" conformai

transformations (9)* For them (only) a genera-

lization of the Ward Identity (13) is known12:

1 €v(y) Tuv(y) 0(x) (17)

2(d-û)

I
k=l

for an arbitrary field 0(x). The integral is



done on a surface Sx surrounding the point x
and it does not depend on its shape due to
conservation of T^v and eq.(9) : for a sphere
centered at x dS"(y) = dfi(y) (x-y^lx-y I*"2 ,
nornalized by I dfl = 1.

Let us derive the transformation 6«Tpo. by
inserting the OPE T1^y)Tp0-(X) in the r.h.s.
of eq.(17). The stress tensors are obtained by
eq.(5); in flat space they read9

(18a)

(18b)

«5 6V • i S* S? - i g<* iswhere Pj* = i « ^

the projector on the traceless symmetric part.

The OPE, obtained by Wick theorem, has the
form

V „. (x) Tpl<T, (0) =

2(d-û)

k=l I x I " VPOr

• r e g u l a r t e n t s f o r IxI

In e q . ( 1 9 ) . X* » x » 7 l x l ,

(19)

fc^ is a tensor

of x* times bilinear operators :<P(O)<p(O):

(*.\l<(0)>M0) :) or derivatives of them evaluated

at xa = 0 and the SUB extends to k - d+2 (d*l)

for the scalar (fermion).

The leading singularity is the tern contri-

buting to <T^v(x)Tpff(0)), and it has a form

independent of the theory6•'2 up to the cons-

tant cd,

scalar (20a)

i 2
[ d / 2 ]

2
Dirac fermion (20b)

([x] is the integer part of x). This number

could be a generalization of the d • 2 central

charge. Notice that it is a non trivial cons-

tant tines the number of field components. The

less singular terms of the OPE depend on the

theory, their explicit expressions cannot be

given here. They contain T^v(0), its

derivatives and other operators in the

theory9. Dimensionality selects the terms

which can give a non vanishing integral in

eq. (17) for transformations (9) : they are

<#d> for rotations and dilatations, rftf"-1' for

translations, ^ d > > ) and the previous ones for

special conformai transformations. Actually

af*'^ ^ O but it gives a vanishing integral

for both theories; then eqs.(17,19) imply that

T^v is a quasi-primary field, eq.(10).

Some comments are in order : .

t) The OPE Tj^yTp0. contains much more informa-

tion than that explored by eq.(17); for exam-

ple the leading singularity does not come into

play;

It) SgT^y is homogeneous in T^v, an anomalous

t e n does not show up in flat space transfor-

mations (9) ;

ttt) The relation OPE «-« S4T111, is nany-to-

one, an analogous of Cauchy theorem in eq.(13)

is missing in higher dimensions.

Let us Mention related investigations in

refs.19.

3. TRACE ANOMALY AND EFFECTIVE ACTION

The anomalous tern in the transformation of

T^„ can be obtained froa tie knowledge of the

trace anomaly via the reconstruction of its

effective action. Here the analysis can be

done in general, because various theories only

differ in the value of some constants.

Invariance under transformations (4) is assu-

med and plays a crucial role. Our discussion9

parall

action1

Let u

and (

path

ds.il
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parallels the construction of the Liouville

action1 and develops d = 1I results of refs.20.

Lee us consider two compact manifolds (M.g^)

and (M.g^) with gVLV(x)-e
2alxiêv.v(x) and a

path cr{x,t) interpolating them, a(x,O) = 0,

cr(x.l) = <J(X) , for example a(x,t) = t a(x).

The difference between the partition functions

for the two metrics is

rjg.gj = -log l og

dt hlog

S

In a conformai invariant theory in eq. (11,7b),

the trace (?»*/ is completely anomalous, it

does not contain expectation values of

dynamical fields. If we limit ourselves to

purely gravitational anomalies, it is a local

function of the metric and its derivatives of

dimension d and Lorentz scalar. Then the

integration can be performed in eq.(21), and T

takes the form of an effective action for the

o field in the reference metric g.

For d « 2. eq.(8) is inserted into eq.(21)

and expanded. R = e'2cr(R - 2D2 Cf) (R and D11

refer to the metric g). The integration gives

the Liouville action1-9. For d * 3 and any odd

dimension one cannot form a scalar with an odd

number of derivatives : vT^1*/ ' 0 "1^ then

I~[g.g] = 0. We discuss later this "trivial"
result and pass to d * 4, where21

(22)

In eq.(22) A = (lMO)" 1, C^vpX is the Weyl

tensor22 and the coefficients (a,(3,ir,€) were

computed for various theories21 : (1,1,-1,0)

for a scalar (7/2,11,-6,0) for a Dirac

fermion.

Before integrating eq.(21), let us discuss

an important point. The effective action V

must have good transformation properties under

the conformai (abelian) algebra (4); this does

not happen if the result of integration (21)

keeps a dependence on the path a(x,t). The co-

cycle conditions are a check of path-indepen-

dence ,

[ ~1 C~ 1
g.g • r g.g = 0

(23)

rfg.g] • rp.g] • r[f,g] - o

for three conformally related metrics g.g.g.
In the infinitesimal form they are conditions
on the trace anomaly itself, the Wess-Zuoino
consistency conditions23 : one defines

and eq.(23) reads

a, ^2 - «a, «,,) ITg.g] * 0 (24)

The d - 4 trace anomaly indeed violates9

eq.(24>

[fij.Sjjr « «J d*x

(25)

To our knowledge, this fact was not noticed in
the literature which discussed consistency of
chiral anomalies2^. In our approach, the con-
sistent anomaly - i .e . derivable from an
effective action- makes sense and the R2 ter«
•ust be absent in eq. (22). One can try to cure
eq. (2^) by adding another term to \ V /
compensating (23) : this can only be a
function of fields and appear at the classical
level. Then for € * 0 the theory is not

invariant
examples24-
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invariant under (4) -in agreement with known
examples24- and i t will not be discussed here.

The result of the integration (21) is9

He.s
A f i

—r Ld x

l[H--?i

•Y
(26)

- (VT)2D2O"

-- r)° -IM1

and it satisfies eq.(23). A number of
interesting properties of T^v can be obtained
from T : for example, by differentiating once
with respect to g^v at a fixed it gives

- RR01,,)

{g — S) (27)

(the case CV_VVC'Q is considered for simplici-

ty) . This is the anomalous term in the trans-

formation law of T^ v we looked for, more

precisely it is its expectation value. It

vanishes fora's corresponding by eq.(6) to

flat space transformations (9), in agreement

with Section 2.

The relevance of eq.(27) is fully apprecia-

ted by a parallel with d « 2. where the analo-

gous formula reads

ds2

(28)

As we said in the Introduction, an analytic

transformation z * z(z) between flat metrics

is for us a conformai transformation (4) com-

posed with a reparametrization (3.6) :

g _(z) • - - • g _(z) •= -

— S -(Z)
ZZ

|

(29)

B -(Z) - 7
ZZ "

For the conformai transformation, eq.(28)
gives

(*..<«>>„ - f t .
where {z,z} is the schwartzian derivative of

ref. 1; under the reparametrization

TI|((z)(dz)
2 • T—(z)(dz)2, it transforms as a

tensor due to the assumed exact covariance of

the theory. We derived eq.(ll) for finite

transforaations. By analogy with eq.(12.13).

one expects25 a relation between the coeffi-

cient (a,p,Tr) in eq.(22) and the generalized

central charge C4 in eq.(20).

Ii. APPLICATIONS TO FINITE-SIZE EFFECTS IN
R x S""1

Finite-size effects in this geometry are
related to critical properties in R*. thanks
to a conforaal Mapping10. The aethod parallels
the d « 2 case of the Introduction8,
eqs. (14-16). Let us take M - R 3 with the
Euclidean aetric ĝ ,v = &„,„ : spherical

coordinates, the change IxI = 91 exp(u/A) and

the conforaal transformation a = -u/9l produce

du2

(T11

- 6 -



the natural metric S1̂ 1, (y) of R x S
d~l = M .

ds2 = du2 + Sl2 dn2, where u = y1 . dfl is the
solid angle in Sd~' and 91 the radius.

Eq.(27) gives in this case

conformai theories by the transformation law

of T141,. Invariance under conformai

transformations (1) is more predictive than

flat-space symmetry (9) and is worth studying.

( 1 W = £ £ ± L {Kikvly) . n&u , sw # 1) (3D

with the normalization faj) * 0 in R"1. This

form is invariant under the isometries22 of
R x S 3 . The anomalous tern in the transforma-
tion law of T^v gives the Casimir effect

= J- f
2n* JS

<Tn>

(32)

48091

In odd dimensions. « 0 for all metrics;

n.S< g] = 0 gives similarly (T£)

H = R x S 2 " :

E0 = 0 d = 2n • 1 (33)

Eqs.(32,33) generalize the famous formula (15)

in higher dimensions. Higher eigenvalues are

again related10 to scaling dimensions of

fields, eq.(l6); this is simply because u-ti»e

translations in R x S*"1 correspond to radial

dilatations in IR*.

Numerical analysis of lattice statistical

model in R x S2 have technical problems up to

now26. We checked eqs.(32,33,16) in any dimen-

sion by an analytical calculation of the

partition function of the scalar field ';

practical calculations give a firm understan-

ding of the general statements of Sections 3

and 1».

5. CONCLUSIONS

The discussed topics, the stress tensor

OPE, the trace anomaly and the Casimir energy,

are indeed related in higher dimensional
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